
DGR Graphic GmbH of Espelkamp, Germany has developed a revolutionary line of ShortRun Softcover and 
Hardcover book production equipment featuring extreme short change over without the need of make-ready parts. 

Print Finishing Partners is the exclusive agent for DGR in North America. 

ShortRun and SingleCopy Casing-in E.31
The new designed  casing-in E.31 operates without book splitter and 

wing to avoid marks on very sensitive book pages. 
Compared to the prior design with casing-in machines, the E.31 is the next 

step that allows the processing of special products

DGR

Description:
The E.31 makes efficient production of individual books and short runs 
with no set-up times or sorting possible. The machine is equipped with a 
hand feeding unit and a pair of transport belts replacing the traditional 
book splitter and wing. A complete new designed system is pushing the 
book block vertically through the glue rollers and into the preformed book 
case. Book block and book case will be merged together, a forming (joint) 
bar is holding both parts together during the casing-in process. Cased-in 
books are pre-pressed on the laydown drum before getting onto the 
transport belt and into the building-in machine. 

Standard features:
Ÿ hand-feed station
Ÿ Servo motor make-ready
Ÿ No book splitter and wing
Ÿ PVA application
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Characteristics:
Ÿ processing of freshly bound books
Ÿ processing of very sensitive pages
Ÿ precise casing-in of thin books with a square back  e.g. photo books
Ÿ production of SingleCopy or ShortRuns
Ÿ possibility of barcode matching and rejecting of false cases or book 

blocks
Ÿ no change of format parts
Ÿ fully automatic format change via barcode information

Case lifter

Infeed with reject

Gluing of book block

Book block lifter

Optional features:
Ÿ Automatic single book block infeed with reject of false 

book blocks
Ÿ Coupling with upstream three-knife trimmer
Ÿ EVA for joint gluing
Ÿ Case pre-stacking conveyor with reject for false cases
Ÿ Barcode matching of book blocks and book cases
Ÿ Coupling with DGR FE.33 building-in machine

New
No book splitter and wing

Extreme short change over and no 
make-ready parts!
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ShortRun and SingleCopy Trim D.09
Three-knife trimmer for ShortRun/SingleCopy Softcover and Hardcover products. The enhanced D.09 three 
knife trimmer has extreme short change over times and . Products are trimmed in two 

separate cutting stations, head and tail trim first and then face trim in the second station.
no make-ready parts

Description:
The new format sizes can be adjusted easily either manual or quickly entered 
into an optional touch screen monitor whereby the machine will adjust in 
seconds accordingly. No make-ready parts and fine tuning is necessary. An 
attachment mounted on the infeed is measuring the thickness of a new product 
for prefect accuracy and sends the information to the control panel. Products 
are transported spine leading into the pre-register station on the infeed. The 
transport into the first cutting station is done between an upper and lower 
transport belt. Pushers will register the product against back stops and from the 
right and left side to align the head and tail register. A very unique pressing 
device will hold the product in place while the servo driven side knifes trim the 
head and tail in a swing motion. Separate sets of upper and lower belts transport 
the product into the second station, the front cutting unit. A pusher bar registers 
the product against a spine register. The pressing device will hold the product in 

position while the front cutting knife, again in a circular motion is cutting the final front trim. After all the three sides have been trimmed, the 
upper and lower belts will gently transport the product out of the machine onto a roller conveyor. The trim waste can be collected below the 
machine into a large container or an in-house existing waste extraction can remove it automatically. The D.09 now has the optional feature 
to cut gate fold products in one pass. This feature can be activated and deactivated over the control panel without the use of any tools. 

Special Features and options:
Ÿ Precision application of controlled force for the knives eliminates excessive 

contact with the cutting sticks. No knife deformation extending the usage time 
of the knives and the cutting sticks

Ÿ Special sequential closing of the pressing plate releases air between the pages 
from the spine to the front producing a precise face cut which eliminates 
wrinkles

Ÿ Sucker assembly for one pass inline gate fold trimming
Ÿ Extreme large cut offs possible for side and front trim
Ÿ Easy access for changing all knives as the front cut unit is movable
Ÿ The waste removal allows the separation from head, tail and from front cut off 
Ÿ Optional servo motor for automatic make-ready with job memory feature
Ÿ Optional barcode reader for 100% automatic format change and data collection
Ÿ Infeed right, left or straight
Ÿ No make-ready parts, no cutting table or pressing blocks
Ÿ Knifes are precision guided for exact cut
Ÿ The cutting units modular design allows for less mass, translating into less 

vibration and force need for the cutting cycle
Ÿ Waste removal by optional transport belt or tray for in-house removal
Ÿ Remote access for service

head and tail cutting concept

front cutting concept
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Extreme short change over time 
and no make-ready parts!
Now available with one pass 
inline gate fold trimming

Suckers for gate fold Book being measured Infeed Head register Front cutting unit
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